our quick guide to
audio systems

What have you been listening
to lately?

Let’s talk about the way we like to listen
to music or even TV sound for a minute:

How many times have we been
asked that simple question?

We want the current music, what is in the
charts, what our friends like and are listening
to, what is new and we just heard on the radio
in the car... and so on - how can we have this
at home, in the kitchen, out in the garden or
even on the go?

If watching TV, then the sound will come out
of the same speakers as when listening to
music; going into the bathroom and pressing
the ‘bathe’ button will set the lighting and turn
on the top chill out tracks from your playlist
at just the right volume for a sumptuous bath.

We need to be able to access all of this
easily and find our chosen tracks or playlists
or moods quickly - this needs for us to have
accounts with the likes of Apple, Spotify,
Napster or Tidal - and then for our various
systems to be automatically linked to those
chosen accounts.

The speakers can be round, square, rectangular,
pictures or even plastered over making them
invisible in all but sound quality. In the garden
they can be hidden behind plants, made to
look like rocks or simply mounted on the
eaves of the house.

Increasingly that has meant “how”
have you been enjoying your audio.
Vinyl and CD still have their place,
but more and more of us are
embracing the endless opportunities
to discover (and re-discover) music
via the web and broadband
connectivity.
The end of the home music
collection?
Not quite, but there’s a whole world
of sound out there just waiting to be
discovered and enjoyed with crystal
clarity throughout your home.

It sounds complicated but it need not be!
Some of these accounts can even produce
qualities of music higher than CD or High Res
Audio as it has become known.
With some simple steps and guidance from
us once set up the system will perform these
things simply for you from your remote,
keypad, tablet or touchscreen seamlessly.
KISS - Keep It Simple, Stupid - is exactly what
proper design and integration will do for you.

In extreme cases when needs must they can
even sometimes be wireless and above all
these can all let you know if someone should
call at the door or enable to announce that
dinner is ready!
We want your room to look exactly as you
prefer and the speakers should blend to fit
this desire - we have solutions for almost
everything and can show these to you in our
experience centre, call to make a booking!

Inside or outside, there’s no need to
compromise on great quality audio.

Multi-room means multi-music.
Having everyone agree on the same music
throughout the home simply isn’t going to
happen, but there’s no need to compromise.
An intelligent multi-room system can provide
flawless music throughout the home, where
everyone can hear what they want, streamed
from a central ‘hub’ or simply played by air in
their room.
And a well designed multi-room system will
also work with the equipment that everyone
is comfortable with - smart phone, iPad,
Control4 or Sonos, all working in perfect
harmony.
See. Hear.
Whether you’re a devoted hi-fi enthusiast,
simply looking to get the best sound
reproduction from your music collection or
want an encompassing sound system for your
movies and TV, we invite you to sound us out
and hear what’s behind the real music.
The team at Majik House will advise on the
planning, the right components and
installation to make sure you achieve the best
audio experience every time.

Some brands we use.
Majik House are truly independent
which means we are free to specify
the equipment which is best suited to
each individual project, regardless of
manufacturer.
We work closely with the following
brands, ensuring whatever we install
gives you years of enjoyment from
your investment.
Should you have specific brand
preferences, then we are always happy
to work within your requirements.
We now have our own range of high
quality highly efficient and, above all,
highly decorative light fittings which we
are able to demonstrate with a visit to
our showroom.
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